Water polo flounders; one for three at Yale

By Jay Morris

MIT's varsity water polo team traveled to Yale last weekend for the Yale Tournament, dropping two of three contests and missing another probable defeat in a fourth game due to a time mix-up.

The opening weekend tournament game was probably their best as they lost to Brown by an 11-8 margin in an extremely tight game. Dan Bennett '75 and Peter Schulz '75 combined for five MIT goals, but Dan Bubel '77 made 14 saves to keep the Elis in the game against only eight for Brown's excellent goalie.

In their second game of the tournament, the Engineers were totally outplayed by an excellent Yale team that sent MIT to a crashing 24-6 defeat. The Engineer defense was extremely porous as the Yale team completely outmaneuvered MIT on turnovers and took advantage of the resulting situations.

24h Orland starred for Yale accounting for six goals in only three quarters of playing time. In the Engineers' final tournament game, they defeated Southern Connecticut by a 13-12 score in a poorly played match. MIT, disheartened after its first two losses, almost gave the game away on defense. Only O'leth's 22 saves in goal preserved the victory for the Engineers.

The MIT starting team seemed determined to cool out the game as they collected an unusually high 27 team and personal Fouls. Bennett was leading scorer for the Engineers with six goals while Dave Rose '75 tallied four.

MIT's scheduled fourth game with Fordham was cancelled because the Yale printed schedule conflicted with the rule book in reference to time between games and as a result, the two teams showed up at different times for the game.

Yale won the tournament by pulling out extremely close games against Brown and Fordham. Yale's defense proved their ability by defeating a Fordham team which included three nationally-ranked swimmers, including Devin Reiff, who won much of the swimming gold at the 1973 Maccabiah Games.

The Engineers will try to get back into form this weekend in the New England Championships at Brown. MIT will have to perform well in the tournament in order to salvage any chance of a winning season.

The insurance helpline: 876-0876.

What's "No-fault"? How much is apartment insurance? We'll give you the answers to all your insurance questions without giving you a sales pitch. Just call Dick Farnes any weekday.

W.T. Phelan & Co. Insurance Agency, Inc.
11 Dartmouth St., Harvard Square (next to the Holyoke Center)
876-6876. Reproducing Art, Travelers, Hartford.

OPEN REHEARSAL
Wednesday, October 30 at 7:30pm.

COLIN DAVIS, conductor

Mr. Davis will rehearse works of Stravinsky and Sibelius for next weekend's program.

All seats are unreserved. Rehearsals are working sessions with the Boston Symphony. They are informal and informative—sit where you like.

Tickets: unreserved at $3 (for the benefit of the Pension Fund)

SYMPHONY HALL
266-1490
RCA & DG Records
Balaban Piano
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GIVE TO THE BLOOD DRIVE

At the blood drive, you'll be able to give blood and receive a free T-shirt during the blood drive. Ask for the T-shirts.
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10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through Friday

SIRIUS: Tell me about my name

My name is

SIRIUS: Do you have any other information I should know about

The Worcest City Lounge, Manager elections for softball, squash, and water polo will be held.

RUSSIA

My name is

SIRIUS: Do you have any other information I should know about

The Historic OLD VilNA SHUL
16 Phillips St., Beacon Hill, Boston
invites the Jewish students to our Traditional Orthodox Services.
FRIDAY: Sundown
SABBATH: 9 am

The Witches of Salem
present the first

Laurie Cabot
Witches Costume Ball

$300.00 Prizes
Best Costumes
Halloween Night
October 31
The History of Old Vilna Shul
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